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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the rest of the world on Election Day!

Tuesday, November 04, 2008

“Hell, I never vote for anybody,
I always vote against.”
~W.C. Fields

Bull vs. Bull:
Pres. Candidates
Obama found to be
Antichrist
By Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks
~ Daily Bull ~

In shocking news reported
earlier this week, some new
evidence has come to light
showing that Barack Obama,
the popular Democratic
candidate for the presidency, is actually the antichrist
in disguise. Many of his
supporters were shocked,
one of them saying, “I knew
something was fishy with all
the virgin sacrifices and the
promises of ‘change,’ but
this is absolutely insane! I’m
out of here before my eternal soul burns in the hellfire!” Some others, including Pohn Jastore, had this to
say: “Well, I’m all for it. It’s
better to be on the winning
side and rule for all eternity!
I mean, at least we’ll get air
conditioning for following
him right?”
Some of the evidence released had to do with
Barack’s uncanny ability to
fulfill biblical prophecies
...see Obama vs. McCain! on back

Presidential Write-ins
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

It’s election time! Hooray! The ads, the
rallies, the suspense will be over soon!
For me, it partly is – I’ve already mailed in
my absentee ballot, so I’m not as excited
as many for today’s polls to open. As I
was filling it out, the temptation seized
me to write in a candidate. I didn’t. I
should have. Don’t make my mistake,
guys. Keep the following candidates
in mind, since your vote could hugely
impact the fate of our country!

Reason: The man can survive a battle
with a Balrog while plummeting umpteen
feet into icy waters and up the stairs
of Zirak-Zigil, without cheat codes. I’m
pretty sure if he were in charge, the crisis
in Iraq would be quickly averted. He’d
just turn everyone involved into nice,
peaceful platypodes. Problem solved.
Candidate: Ford Prefect
Party: 42
Reason: College students would like Ford
Prefect. He lessens problems by drinking beer. Not only that, he could create
new penal colonies on other planets,
and clear out those prisons that everyone here is always complaining about.
Fewer prisons and Pan-Galactic Gargle
Blasters for all!

Candidate: David Palmer
Party: Democratic
Reason: He is the only man Jack Bauer
trusts, a good man, one of the only TV
characters I’ve ever cried over (season
five broke my heart). He makes us all feel
safe (“Allstate. Are you in good hands?”),
and by George if I could have one wish,
I would want David Palmer to be real. Candidate: Pavel Datsyuk
Party: Stewards of Lord Stanley
Candidate: Steve Jobs
Reason: His ninja powers would seep
Party: Apple
from the Oval Office like so many STDs
Reason: He already owns half the planet. from Paris Hilton harmonious music
Why not go ahead and make his domin- dancing out of your speakers. No one
ion over the American people official? would really have problems anymore,
Millions of folks will already do everything because everyone would be too awehe says like strange Apple zombies. some for strife. He would dip his quill in
iAmerica, here we come!
ink from the Stanley Cup, and its magic
would grace every bill ever signed into
Candidate: Gandalf
law.
Party: Grey
...see Vote Vote Vote! on back

Behold the Daily Bull Election Day Special!
NOW GO OUT THERE AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

The Steaming Pile

Straight from you-know-where: Your future president!
Things To Do Instead of Voting

Move to Canada

Paris Hilton

Find Waldo

Read Wikipedia

Panty Raids

Rob a Bank

Play Fallout 3

Host an American Dad marathon

Shoot some b-ball
outside of the school

Burn Flags

Capture Osama
Bet when Obama is assassinated
Conquer China
Do the Time Warp

Crack into the USG safe
Give someone a mushroom stamp
Join the Mafia
Put up Christmas Tree

Swim in the Portage

Google “election” or “vote” for
porn (there isn’t any, I checked)

Tickle my Elmo

Play Election drinking games

Slash Tires

Write Daily Bull Articles

Begin 2012 Campaign

Start a War

Defeat a Zombie Uprising

Practice Your WWF moves

Masturbate

Midget Bowling

Eat Cake

Dance Like Buffalo Bill

Steal Yardsigns

Smash Pumpkins

Watch Paint Dry

Beg for change

Study

Be hungover

...Vote Vote Vote! from front

The antichrist will be “the king of the
south.” Well, not only is Obama popular in the south, his ancestry is from
Kenya, which is south of the holy
land, Jerusalem. People in Kenya absolutely adore Obama with a fervor
not seen since N’SYNC first debuted
and seduced half of america’s teenage girls. Check!
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Candidate: The Weighted Companion
Cube
Party: LAN
Reason: It will never threaten to stab
me, and, in fact, cannot speak. That
sounds like a darn good leader to
me – one that won’t try to kill people,
and won’t open its mouth and say
something dumb. Here’s looking at
you, Dubya.

Now if you add them all up, you get
1288. If you take that 1288 away
from 1954, guess what you get?
666
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This is clear and irrefutable proof that
Barack will bring about the end of the
world as he is truly the antichrist. No
word as of yet as how this will affect the election, but some sources
He will come as a deceiver of men. think that this will almost guarantee an
Well, he’s a politician. Check!
Obama victory.
...Barack vs. John! from front
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about who the antichrist really is. He will promote immoral practices.
Below is a list of some of the many He supports gay marriage, which is
ways Mr. Obama fills that role.
strictly forbidden in the Bible, citing
such famous events as the destrucHe will come as a man of Peace. It’s tion of Sodom and Gomorrah.
true, Barack is promising ends to all
sorts of world conflicts, not just our In addition to these biblical sources,
own in places like Iraq. Check!
you can also consult astronomical
sources. Both the Mayan calendar
He will become the most powerful and Nostradamus predict the end of
man on earth. Hmm…President of the world will be 2012. If elected,
the most powerful nation on earth? Obama’s term would END in 2012,
That would definitely be a check in meaning he would be the cause of
that box.
the destruction of the earth!

McCain Dies After
Winning Election
By Benjamin Loucks - Daily Bull
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Finally, even numerology, a very trusted science, is against Mr. Obama.
Obama was born on 8/4/1961. If
you use that guy’s Roman Numerals
technique (add up all the letters that
have a value in Roman Numerals, e.g.
V = 5, L=50, etc), the word “ELECTION” gives you 151. If you add the
individual digits, you get 7. If you then
take this away from Barack Obama’s
birth-year (1961), you get 1954.
Now, if you implement the Roman
Numeral Technique above you get
the following DEMOCRATIC = 171
CANDIDATE = 1011 (we’ll ignore
the 0, giving 111)
BARACK = 100
HVSSEIN = (No ‘U’ in Latin, remember!) 6
OBAMA = 1000

However, in a stunning turn of events
yesterday, Barack Obama has allegedly traveled back through time
and, after giving amazingly accurate
proof that he is a traveler from the
future (including noting a Detroit
Lions season of 0-16 and providing factual evidence that MTU’s Pep
Band is STILL banned from NMU after the election), this time-traveling
presidential candidate has informed
the media that after his sweeping
win of the presidency, John McCain
suffered a fatal double asphyxiation
and heart attack from choking on his
own spittle and being an old geezer
simultaneously. In a press conference
on his mobile campaign base, he expressed his deepest condolences to
the soon-to-be-widowed Ms. Cindy
McCain and the soon-to-be-dead
John McCain.

During his press conference, Senator
Obama was quoted as saying “...My
fellow Americans, John McCain is a
good man even if he is completely
and fundamentally flawed in his beliefs that he has any chance of winning the presidency, and I would like
to publicly state that his death will be
a sad day for Republicans and Democrats alike. I am currently arranging in
the present time that Senator McCain
has funeral arrangements prepared
for the upcoming days. He is truly a
man that will be missed. Thank you.”
When queried as to his mode of
transportation through time, Obama
simply replied, “When I said I was going to bring about change, I meant it.
Visit the Neptunian Planetary Library
in three weeks to find out more.”
Senator Obama was unavailable for
questions from Daily Bull journalists at
the time of this publication.
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November 4 is the official day that
the polls open to allow the woefully
underinformed citizens of the United
States to elect their President. Voters
across the country will cram themselves into a small stall with poor
punchcards that will create dimpled
chads which will plague our news
media for weeks after the fact.

he is winning but regardless of if he
is elected or not, we will still triumph
when he least expects it. Senator McCain has already informed us that his
death will not halt any progress he is
making towards becoming President
of the United States in 2008 and he
feels that a dead President is even
more beneficial to the White House
than a Democratic President will ever
be. So nyah-nyah-nyah-nyah-nyahnyah, Democratic Party.”

Senator McCain was also not directly
available for comments from Daily Bull
journalists, leading many to speculate
that McCain has already passed away
and his corpse is simply being manipulated by puppeteers and ventriloquists for reasons unknown. Ms.
Palin was also unavailable for comment, failing to return calls from the
Daily Bull although an aide informed
the paper that Ms. Palin was currently
A spokesperson for the McCain plat- away from her office, hunting more
form has already discounted McCain’s wolves from airplanes somewhere in
rumored dropout of the race, saying Alaska.
that “...Senator Obama may THINK Reading the Bull is no excuse to vote. Sorry.

VOTE FOR NADER

